
 

 

 

 

CLARIFICATION 1                                              1 ްަކްލެރފިިކޭޝނ 

 ނނަްބަރ

No: 

 

TES/2021/ W-102-R01 

 ޕރްޮޖކެްޓް

Project: Construction of N. Manadhoo Mosque 

 ދކޫރުި ތރާީޙް

Issued Date 

5th August 2021 

 

ފަްޙާގެ ޢަދަދުޞ  

No. of Pages: -1 

 ބީ.އޯ.ކިޔު

BoQ: -00 

 ކރުެހުން

Drawings: -00 

 

 Please include this amendment when submitting the bidޖެހިވޑަައިގަނންަވާނެއެވެ ކޮިޔުމނަްޓާއި އކެު ހށުަހަޅުއްވަންޑބޑިް ހށުަހަޅުއްވާއރިު މި ގަނޑުވެސް  

 

• Answers to the Queries are attached with this Clarification  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
 
 
 

 ނނަް

Name: Fathimath Rishfa Ahmed 

 

 ސޮއި

Signature:  
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       Ministry of Finance 

 

Project Name: Construction of N. Manadhoo Mosque. 

Project Number: TES/2021/ W-102-R01 

 

Clarification 1 

Question Answers 

1. Is the BOQ provided? Else provide the scope of 

work and finishing schedule. 

BOQ is already provided. Scope of work is 

construction of 700 pax mosque. Finishing schedule 

should be made by the bidder. 

2. Are you providing the temporary location for 

material storage and workers accommodation? 

Materials can be stored at the site. 

3. Is there any demolition work/Removing and 

replanting of trees/ removing of underground structure/ 

underground service line, or is it Clear Land area? 

The existing mosque have to be demolished. 

 

4. Do you have expected project duration and budget 

for project? 

We do not disclose the estimated cost for the project. 

Refer to 1.1 (v) of pcc for intended completion date 

for the project.   

5. How about the water and Electricity facility 

availability at site? 

Electricity will be available at the site, but the 

contractor has to change the electrical meter to 

construction meter. 

 

6. Do you arrange the location for disposal work within 

the island? 

Bidder can coordinate with the council to arrange a 

location for disposal works within the island. 

 

7. Does it need to make the timber screen with Islamic 

pattern for D1, W1, W2 and W3 as provided drawing? 

Please provide more dimensional details of the pattern. 

Specially need to know whether it is full sealed door 

and windows since Mosque is going be Air 

conditioning. 

It is WPC pattern or (timber pattern) fixed on clear 

glass. For the measurements refer cad file issued with 

addendum 4. 

 

8. Above the main entrance (referring to the front 

elevation) a similar pattern window screen is available. 

Please provide more details 

Fabricated using WPC panels, 

For measurement refer cad file issued with addendum 

4. 

 

9. Can you provide the details of Dome and Minaret? 

Specially dimensions, material, thickens of materials 

and color 

Dome and minaret shall be made aluminum or 

anything equivalent with a steel frame. Supplier is to 

provide the fixing details and material thicknesses for 

consultant approval. For measurement refer cad file 

issued with addendum 4 

 

10. Please provide the brand of A/C system. Note that 

considerable price difference is there in deference 

brand 

Daikin Or Equivalents.  

 

 


